VFX ARTIST | BOSTON
THE POSITION
Neoscape, a pioneer in the Architectural Visualization industry, is seeking a talented/motivated/badass VFX
Artist to join the Film Team in its Boston studio. If you have a passion for creating visual effects ranging from
seamless to fantastical, we want to talk to you.
As a member of our team, your responsibilities will include:
•
•
•
•

Realistic compositing of live-action elements into computer generated scenes
Application of a variety of visual effects such as particle systems, 3D projection mapping, plate
cleanup, rig/wire removal, etc.
Working with the 3D teams to ensure proper handoff of assets/passes/mattes and in some cases,
being responsible for those assets yourself
The ability to roll up your sleeves, step outside your comfort zone, and do whatever it takes to
deliver high quality product to our clients on time and within budget.

REQUIREMENTS
This role requires 3-5 years of experience in The Foundry's NUKE, Adobe After Effects, and familiarity with
industry-leading 3D animation packages, 3ds Max being preferred. You should be up on the latest industry
trends and always be sharpening your skills. Special consideration will be given to candidates with experience
in Python scripting and custom tool creation. 2D and 3D motion graphics abilities are a plus as well.
At Neoscape we pride ourselves in our ability to jump in and help out wherever help is needed. Aside from
your core responsibilities, you will likely be asked to assist with shoots, on-set VFX supervision, and any
number of tasks related to the post-production process.
Beyond all technical know-how, we are looking for artists who are excellent communicators, team players,
problem solvers, and all-around good people. We also have a great benefits package—and a kegerator.

ABOUT NEOSCAPE
Since 1995, Neoscape has helped people explore new spaces, new structures, new environments, new
experiences – new worlds. Whether it’s crafting incredible 3D visualizations, designing unique brand
identities, innovating new technologies, apps and marketing experiences, or artfully applying long-range
strategy, we bring new dimension to the way brands get built. We are dreamers, experimenters, pioneers
and world builders--with unstoppable creativity and a knack for bringing unexpected solutions to life.

TO APPLY
Please email your résumé and demo reel/portfolio link to vfx@neoscape.com. Salary is commensurate with
experience. Must be eligible to work in the US.

